EDFF accomplishes national and international contacts
with football fans. This concerns the individual as well
as the organised football fans.
EDFF turns explicitly against violence, xenophobia,
racism, discrimination and sexism in the environment
of football, especially as well before, during and after
the games. This includes the national amateur field as
well as international contests up to the world cup and
concerns the players, the coaches, the officials, the
media and the fans.
EDFF refuses the more and more absurd
commercialization of football and stands up for the
conservation and development of an active fan scene
as a sociopolitical relevant factor.
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It’s our game - it’s our world
and we are not for sale

supported by:

European Department of Friends of Football

EDFF images itself as a mediator for football fans,
media, politics and security agencies.
EDFF works with own country, regional and project groups
as well as with organised fan groups, clubs and
organizations, which identify with the objectives of EDFF.
Within such cooperation EDFF supports the self dependent
realisation of project ideas and measures.
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